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   Princess Harriet Hamsterbone does not like sitting around at home. How's a 
princess supposed to have any fun when her parents are constantly reminding her to 
be careful and act princessly? 
   So when her pal Prince Wilbur needs help finding a stolen hydra egg, Harriet 
happily takes up the quest. The thief's trail leads them to a wicked witch and a tall 
tower, occupied by a rat whose tailhas more to it than meets the eye!

"When Princess Harriet climbs an enormous beantalk, she finds an even 
bigger surprise--a giant rabbit is keeping a goose and a girl who is half-
harp-half-hamster are prisoner, and it's up to Harriet to save the day"
   Book 4 of Hamster Princess!
  

From Andrew Clements, another school story!
   Alec, a sixth-grade bookworm always in trouble for reading 
instead of listening and participating in class, starts a book club, 
solely to have a place to read, and discovers that real life, although 
messy, can be as exciting as the stories in his favorite books.

Adorable new series for young detectives and dog 
lovers--King, a lovable dog, helps Kayla, his human 
girl, solve mysteries.

Clayton feels most alive when he's with his grandfather, Cool Papa Byrd, and the 
band of Bluesmen--he can't wait to join them, just as soon as he has a blues song of 
his own. But then the unthinkable happens. Cool Papa Byrd dies, and Clayton's 
mother forbids Clayton from playing the blues. And Clayton knows that's no way to 
live.

Armed with his grandfather's brown porkpie hat and his harmonica, he runs away 
from home in search of the Bluesmen, hoping he can join them on the road. But on 
the journey that takes him through the New York City subways and to Washington 
Square Park, Clayton learns some things that surprise him.
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               Welcome to Rock Island, Where Time Stands Still!
   The Fletchers are back on Rock Island, home of all their best summer memories. 
But from the first day they arrive, it's clear that this year, things have changed. 
FIRST, a giant fence is blocking their beloved lighthouse. SECOND, they have new 
neighbors. THIRD, who the heck is the weird artist guy who's never actually 
painting? And FOURTH, there's now an ice cream truck! Can the island stay the 
same even with these crazy transformations? 
    Over the course of the summer, the Fletchers will learn that sometimes, even in a 
place where time stands still, the wildest, weirdest, and most wonderful surprises 
await.

  "Once upon a time, two couples with Jamaican, Mohawk, Indian, and 
Scottish ethnic roots won the lottery and bought a big house where all of 
them, four adults and seven adopted and biological children, could live 
together in harmony--but change is inevitable, especially when a 
disagreeable grandfather comes to stay."

Bradley picks up directly after the events of her Newbery Honor-
winning The War That Saved My Life, which introduced tenacious 
Ada who-after years of mistreatment from her mother because of her 
club foot-summoned the determination to carve out a better life for 
herself amid the onset of WWII. The war affects 11-year-old Ada 
more directly now, as she, her younger brother, and their guardian 
Susan reunite with the prim Lady Thorton, her daughter Maggie, and 
their family, and Ada undergoes a surgery that allows her better use 
of her foot. These familiar characters are joined by Ruth, a 16-year-
old Jewish German refugee, who has been separated from her family, 
including a grandmother detained in a concentration camp.

  Kate Warne made history by becoming the first female detective in the 
U.S

   After impressing Allan Pinkerton with her argument for the importance 
of women detectives, she’s assigned an embezzlement case, and she poses 
as a society lady to earn the trust of a suspect’s wife. With her quick 
thinking, cool attitude, and superior observation skills, Kate befriends the 
woman and learns key details about the crime. Thanks to her excellent 
work on her first case, she eventually heads up Pinkerton’s women’s 
division.






